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Abstract

In this paper, we propose the bootstrap and aggregating (bagging) vector quantization (VQ) classifier to improve the 
performance of the text-independent speaker recognition system. This method generates multiple training data sets by 

resampling the original training data set, constructs the corresponding VQ classifiers, and then integrates the multiple VQ 
classifiers into a single classifier by voting.

The bagging method has been proven to greatly improve the performance of unstable classifiers. Through two different 

experiments, this paper shows that the VQ classifier is unstable. In one of these experiments, the bias and variance of 
a VQ classifier are computed with a waveform database. The variance of the VQ classifier is compared with that of the 
classification and regression tree (CART) classified 1]. The variance of the VQ classifier is 아lown to be as large as that 

of the CART classifier. The other experiment involves speaker recognition. The speaker recognition rates vary significantly 
by the minor changes in the training data set.

The speaker recognition experiments inv이ving a closed set, text-independent and speaker identification are performed 
with the TIMIT database to compare the performance of the bagging VQ classifier with that of the conventional VQ classifier. 
The bagging VQ classifier yields improved performance over the conventional VQ classifier. It also outperforms the 
conventional VQ classifier in small training data set problems.
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I. Introduction

Many different models as like dynamic time warping 
(DTW), vector quantization (VQ), hidden Markov model 
(HMM) and Gaussian mixture model (GMM) and so on, exist 
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for speaker recognition. The DTW can not applied to 

text-independent system though has a good performance in 
text-dependent system. The VQ is easy to construct and has 
a good performance. Also it has a common structure for 
speaker identification (SI) and speaker verification (SV). 
Temporal variation in speech signal parameters over the long 
term can be represented by stochastic Markovian transitions 
between states. The HMM has a good recognition
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Figure 1. The conventional VQ classifier.

rates. However, when little data is available, the VQ-based 

method is more robust than a continuous HMM method 
[2]. The speaker is represented some Gaussian mixtures in 

GMM. The individual component Gaussians in a speaker 
dependent GMM are shown to represent spectral structure 

that is characteristic of easily recognized broad phonetic 
classes. But this system needs large training data. At least 
30 seconds* speech is required fbr training[3]. As a result 

of model comparisons, we choose the VQ model fbr our 
speaker recognition system.

The VQ is a source coding technique that has been used 
successfully in both speech coding and speech/speaker 
recognition. In the VQ, each source vector is coded as one 

of a prestored set of codewords, called a codebook. The 
codebook is designed to minimize the average quantization 
distortion between itself and the training sequence.

To use VQ source coding in speaker recognition, we 
represent each speaker by a VQ codebook designed from 

a training sequence composed of repetitions of a particular 
utterance. We use the average quantization distortion in 

making the speaker identification decision. That is, VQ 

codebooks consisting of a small number of representative 

feature vectors are used as an efficient means of charac
terizing speaker-specific features. Clustering the training 
feature vectors of each speaker generates a speaker-specific 
codebook. In the recognition stage, an input utterance is 
vector-quantized using the codebook of each reference 
speaker, and the VQ distortion accumulated over the entire 
input utterance is used to make the recognition decision[4-6].

The diagram of this conventional VQ classifier fbr ASR 

(Automatic Speaker Recognition) is shown in Figure 1.

In this paper, we apply the bagging method to the VQ 
classifier in order to improve the recognition rates of ASR 

system. A bagging method, an acronym for "bootstrap and 
aggregating", is one of the perturb and combine (P & C) 
methods.

The bagging method generates multiple versions of a 
classifier by bootstrapping the training set and then 

combines these multiple versions into a sin이e classifier by 

voting. We implement the ASR system by the bagging VQ 
classifier.

The construction algorithm of the bagging VQ is 

presented, and then the performance of the conventional 
VQ classifier is compared with that of the bagging VQ 
이assifier. The bagging VQ classifier with a small training 

database is shown to have the better performance.
In [1,7], the bagging method works well fbr unstable 

classifiers such as the classification and regression tree 
(CART) and neural net. That is, it is known that the 
bagging method notably improves the performance of 

unstable classifiers. Two experiments will show that the 
VQ classifier is unstable. One of them is computation of 

the VQ classifier's variance with a waveform database[8].
We compare the variance of VQ classifier with that of 

CART[1]. The variance of the VQ classifier is as large 
as the CARTs variance. The other experiment is the ASR 
test ixsing a VQ 이assifier with minor changes in the 

training data set. Our experimental results confirm the 
unstability of VQ classifier. Thus, the bagging method is 
expected to improve the VQ classifier performance.
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The paper is organized as follows: Chapter 2 presents 

a brief review of the bagging method and describes the 

notions of the bias and variance. In Chapter 3, we consider 

the unstability of the VQ classifier. The bias and variance 

of the VQ classifier are computed in this Chapter. These 

values are compared with those of CART. Chapter 4 

presents the algorithm of the bagging VQ classifier fbr 

ASR. We give the experimental results in Chapter 5. 

Finally, Chapter 6 summarizes our results.

II. Bootstrap and aggregating

2.1. Review 아 the bagging method
The concept of the bagging method is as follows: A 

classification method is unstable if small perturbations in 
their training sets or in their construction can result in large 

changes in the constructed classifier. Unstable classifiers 
can have their accuracy improved by perturb and combine 

methods. That is, multiple versions of the classifier are 
generated by perturbing the training set of the construction 
method, then these multiple versions are combined into a 
single classifier[7,9].

2.2. Bias and variance of classifier
Breiman introduced the notion of classifier bias and 

variancefl].

Let the training data set L consist of data (x, y) where 

y is the class label of classifier C(x, L) if the input is 

x, we predict y by C(x, L). Usually we have a single 

training data set L. Take repeated bootstrap sets (Lfc) 
from L, and form classifiers (C(x, L6)).

Let

Q(y\ x) = P(C(x, L) = y) (1)

and define the aggregated classifier as

Ca(x) = arg max yQ(y \ x). (2)

This is aggregation by voting. In other words, consider 
many independent training data sets L19 L2, —； construct 

the classifiers C(x,Li), 顷尤,丄2)…；and attach x determine 

the classification CA( x) by voting these multiple classifiers 

to find the most popular class.
The Bayes theorem is

电 lx) = 卫읭⑶ 
F\x)

where P{y | x) is the probability of y, given x.

According to Equation (3), the Bayes classifier C* is 

defined as

C*(x) = argmaxyP(> I x). (4)

That is, the Bayes classifier C* chooses the class label 

y, which maximize the probability p(y \ x). The classifier 

C(x) is unbiased at x, if the predicted class label y of 

the aggregated classifier is not the same as the Bayes 
classifier. That is, we get the definition,

C(x) is unbiased at x if CA(x) #= C*(x). (5)

Let U be the set of all x at which C is xinbiased, and 

call U the unbiased set. The complement of U is called 

the bias set and denoted by B Each element of the other 

set T is assigned to either the bias set or unbias set.

Breiman introduced the bias and variance of classifiers 

as follows: The bias of a classifier C is

Bias{ O = PXt y( C* (x) = y, x e B)

— EtPxJ、C3T)=Y*B) (6)

and its variance is

Va^C) = PXiy(C\x)= YqU)

-ETPx.yC C(x,T)=Y,xwU)・ (7)

If the variance is large, the classifier is highly affected 

by construction of training data sets. On the contrary, if 

the variance is small, the classifier is stable on construction 

of training data sets. That is, the variance of the classifier 

measures the unstability of the classifier.
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III. Unsta이ity of the VQ classifier

The main effect of the bagging method is to reduce the 

variance. Therefore a classifier* s unstability is a key 
determiner for applying the bagging method. Unstable 

classifiers are characterized by high variance[7]. As 

training set L changes, the classifiers C(x, L) can differ 

significantly from each other and from the aggregated 

classifier CA(x), Stable classifiers do not change much 

over replicates of L, so C(x, L) and CA(x) will tend 

to be the same and the variance will be small.
Two experiments show that the VQ classifier is unstable. 

One is to compute the variance of the VQ classifier with 
a waveform database and show that its variance is large. 

The other one is to perform the ASR using the VQ 
classifier with minor changes to the training data set and 
show that the recognition results significantly vary 

depending on the training data set.
We compute the bias and variance with a waveform 

database[8]. Breiman computed variances of CART and, 

bagging CART in[l] with the waveform database. We use 
the same simulated database " waveform" to compare with 
the variances of the VQ classifier and bagging VQ 

classifier.
The waveform database has 21 dimensions, and three- 

class simulated database [10].
It is a three-ciass problem based on the waveforms 

彻。)，炳。)illustrated in Figure 2.

Each class consists of a random combination of two of 

these waveforms sampled at the integers with noise added. 

More specifically, to generate a Class 1 vector %, indepen-

Figure 2. The 心,and functions

dently generate a uniform random number u and 21 

random numbers 勺，宝，…，电1 normally distributed with a 

mean of zero and a variance of one. Then set

w/?1(m) + (l —儒){顼加)+ 1, ...,2L (8)

To generate a Class 2 vector, repeat the preceding step 

and set

=总知(師)+ (1 —")炳(0)+ &獺，0= 1,…，21. (9)

A Class 3 vector is generated by

先師=z成2(秫)+ (1 一 ”)所(凯)+ e秫，m= 1, (10)

These 3 different vectors are generated using prior 

probabilities of %, %}. That is, each class has the 
same probability. The code for generating the waveform 

data is in [8,11].
We generate 100 sets of waveform database. Each set 

has 300 factors, so, the total amount of factors is 30,000. 
The factors are divided into three classes.We compute the 

bias and variance of the VQ classifier by Equations (4)-(7) 
with the waveform database. To obtain the Bayes classifier, 

a probability P(y | x) is needed. The P{y | x) is

RE=?(涉)牛, di)
P(x)

We already know that the P(y) is Now, we compute 

the P(x). Let a vector *=(%i, x2t ...» %2i)be Class 1' s 

vector. We will find the joint distribution P(x) and each 

can be written as follows:

xm= — h2(ni)') + Em + (12)

where h2(m) is constant, u and are random variables. 

Then, this problem becomes the function of 21 random 

variables [12].
We rewrite Equation (12) as

& = “ + 勺 + 炳(1)

*2= "2" + 克+ 彻(2)

先21= “21 蔬 + §+ 炳(21)

y= u, (13)
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where —m=l,…，21.

Solve for in terms of and yf then we have

£1 ' 1 0 …-/ 初一炳（1）
中 0 1 —시 互2一力2（2）

= •: ,: ,: ,: : .(14)
% 0 0…一初 宛1—力2（21）
u 〔0 0 …1 /' y

Since

k2(m) = N(/i2(m)tl)- (15)

By the transformation method, we obtain the conditional 

joint pdf. of x as follows:

P(x I class 1)
1 (为一(2LV一 力2(1))2 _ (尤2 —。2少一龙2(2疥

f 1 1 - -------- 2------- _1 ，，----------2

(初1—力2(21))2

..•了느 e 2 dy (16)

Similarly we obtain 尸(시 classi) and P(x \ class?)• 

Thus, the joint pdf. P{x) of all three 이asses is given by

P{x) = P(x I class 1)P(class 1) + P(x I class2')P(class2) 

where <?彻=衍(也)一姻(初)，/%=如(很)一 /z3(m), cm= 

久2(凯)—久3(幽)，仇=1,…，21.

Now we can obtain P(y \ x) Equation (11). Therefore, 

the Bayes classifier C* is obtained. Secondly, we construct 
the VQ classifier corresponding to each waveform database 

set and integrate the aggregated classifier CA.

The variance is computed as follows: We already make 

the one hundred sets of 300 factors and obtained the Bayes 

classifier C*, the VQ classifier C corresponding to each 

set, and the aggregated classifier CA. An additional set 

of 18,000 factors was generated from the same distribution 
and the aggregated classifier was computed. According to 

Equation (5), this test set was divided into bias and unbias 
sets, and then, the bias and variance are computed by 
Equations (6) and (7). The bias and variance of the VQ 

classifier are in Table 1.

Table 1. Bias and variance with waveform database.

? 혀^^^^^^發 CART Bagging CART \ VQ Bagginq VQ【끼

Bias 1.7 1.4 3.54 2.97

Variance 14.1 5.3 11.95 4.35

Error 29.0 19.5 24.5 13.2

+ P{x I 也ss3)R汕ss3)
1 (X1 —OiJ—/Z2(l))2 . (X2-fi2y-^2(2))2

1 r1 1------- 2----- 1 __ 2
T JoV27e 二后 ©

(•助—々21)1 五 2(21))2

dy

+ -L f1 1 e
3 Jo \T2tt

（由-"）1*-炳（i）y (%2 — 皈y—五 3(2))2

(%2l — 恨1少一”3(21))2
1------------ -----------

…義/ dy

+ 丄 f1 1 e--------- 2 1
十3 Jo V旣 丁窈

(%2 —。2^—/危(2))2

一 £：2咨一炳（21）*

•••成虹 2 奴 (17)

Table 1 shows that the variance of the VQ classifier is 

as large as that of the CART.
Another experiment is also performed to show that the VQ 
classifier is unstable. A classifier is unstable in that minor 
changes in the training set could cause large changes in 

classifier results. We construct the bagging VQ classifier for 
ASR with a database-256[13] and the TIMIT database[14].

The database-256 consists of 256 utterances extracted 

from sixteen speakers (eight males, eight fbm시es). Each 
speaker uttered sixteen sentences. The average length of 
the utterances is about 2.36 sec. These utterances were 
numbered from 1 to 16. Only one sentence between 1 and

2

2 1
布

e 2

2

Table 2. Recognition rates using only one sentence for training (database-256).

Sentence indc：x Recognition rafest%) Sentence mdax Recognition rates(%)

1 21.9 6 28.1

2 24.2 7 26.6

3 25.4 8 26.6

4 28.9 9 27.8

5 28.1 10 30.9
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T가)le 3. Recognition rates using only one sentence for training 

(TIMIT database).

fleoegmtioR mes (%)

1 302 20.1

2 245 24.0

3 299 18.2

4 257 16.9

5 314 19.1

10 is used by each speaker for training. The six sentences 

(from 11 to 16) are used for testing. As for the TIMIT 
database, one sentence between 1 and 5 is used by each 

speaker for training. The five sentences from 6 to 10 are 
used for testing. The experimental results are shown in 

Tables 2 and 3.
In Table 2, the recognition rates vary from 21% to 31%, 

depending on the training sentence. The recognition rates 

vary from 16.9% to 24% with the TIMIT database.
Therefore, according to these results, we can say that 

the VQ classifier is unstable. So we expect that the bagging 
method improve VQ classifier performance significantly.

IV. Bagging VQ 어assifier for ASR

Let training set L consist of data ((x„, %), n= 1,..., AT}, 

where N is the total amoxint of training data, and y is 

the speaker* s ID number. Put equal probabilities on 

each sample and, using these probabilities, sample with 
replacement N times from the training set L, forming the 

resampled training set Lb. Some samples in L may not 
appear in Lb\ some may appear more than once, Use Lb 

to construct the corresponding classifier Cb. In the classi

fication procedure, for an unknown feature vector x, the 

predicted speaker y of x is elected by Equation (2), where 

M is the number of resampled data sets.
The above-described algorithm is adjusted as follows:

• Training procedure:
Step 1: Make a resampling data set Lb from the 

training data set L, |L6| = |L|.

Step 2: Construct VQ classifier Cb corresponding to 

each resampling data set Lb.

Step 3: Repeat Steps 1 and 2 from b= 1 to M.

After the training procedure, the resampling data set 

仁］and corresponding classifiers set {Cb}b=\ are 

obtained.
• Test procedure:

Step 1: Perform speaker recognition by each Cb with 

test data t.
The recognized speaker* s ID number yb is obtained 

from the classifier Cb.

Step 2: Repeat Step 1 from b= 1 to M.

Step 3: Vote for the final speaker from {%}仁］by 

the majority rule.
The diagram of our proposed bagging VQ classifier for 

ASR is shown in Figure 3.

V. Experimental results

The ASR experiments are conducted using the bagging 
VQ classifier. A 100-speaker subset of the TIMIT database 

and the database-256 were used for the experiments. The 

speech features were extracted on a frame rate of 10msec
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number of wters

Figu「e 4. Recognition rates by bagging VQ classifier.

and a frame size of 30msec. The pre-emphasis (0.97) and 

hamming window were used. The feature vector includes 

12 Mel-cepstra.
The recognition results from the conventional VQ 

classifier are shown in Table 4. Using the conventional 
method, we obtain the recognition rate of about 85%. The

Table 4. Recognition rates by conventional VQ classifier.

VQ Model I Convention

Codebook size | 32

Recognition rates 85.0 (%)

Table 5. Recognition rates depending on number of training 

sentences.

Use 5 senifences Use 10 sentences

Recognition rates 88.67 (%) 92.19 (%)

Number of training vectors 1101 2344

Ta미e 6. Recognition rates by bagging VQ 이as$ifie「(database- 

256, using 5 sentences for training).

NWflber W wter niudd; fteaognftion rales (%)

2 90.63 (%)

3 94.53 (%)

4 95.70 (%)

5 95.70 (%)

6 96.48 (%)

7 97.27 (%)

8 96.48 (%)

9 96.88 (%)

10 96.88 (%)

results of the proposed bagging VQ classifier are shown 
in Figure 4. Each VQ codebook has 32 codewords.

Figure 4 displays the recognition rates vs. the number of 

voters. As shown in Figure 4, the recognition performance 
improves when at least two or three voters are used. The 

recognition rates of the conventional VQ is 85%. But the 
recognition rates of the bagging VQ with five voters is 
about 90%. The speaker recognition rates are improved 

significantly by bagging VQ. When the number of voters 
exceeds five, the performance improvement becomes 

marginal.
The second experiment concerns small training databases. 

The bagging VQ classifier reveals good performance even 
with small training databases. The experiments were 

performed with a database-256. Experimental results are 

shown in Tables 5 and 6.
Table 5 presents the results obtained from the 

conventional VQ classifier (codebook size of 16). This 

table shows the variation in recognition rates depending on 
the size of the training database. The recognition rate of 
88.67% is obtained when we use 5 sentences for training. 

When we increase the number of training sentences to 10, 

the recognition rate improves to 92.19%.
The recognition results from the bagging VQ classifier 

(codebook size of 16) are shown in Table 6.
These classifiers use only 5 sentences for training. When 

at least three voters are used for the bagging, the recog

nition rate improves to 94.53%.
The bagging VQ classifier outperforms the conventional 

VQ classifier even with small training databases.

VI. Con어uding remarks

In this paper, the bagging VQ classifier for ASR is 
proposed. We employ two experiments to show that the 
VQ classifier is unstable. The variance of the VQ classifier 

is computed and compared with that for CART. The 
unstability of the VQ classifier is also shown by a speaker 
recognition experiment. The recognition results vary 
significantly, depending on the construction of the training 

data set.
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The proposed classifier is tested using the TIMIT database 
and the database-256. Experiments involving a closed set, 
text-independent and speaker identification system are done 
to compare the performance of the bagging VQ classifier 
with that of the conventional VQ classifier. Experimental 

results show that the bagging VQ classifier outperforms the 
conventional VQ classifier.
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